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Jansen Campus

Location St. Gallen, Switzerland
Function Office facility
Site area 3,705ʞ
Bldg. area 1,100ʞ
Total floor area 3,300ʞ
Stories B1, 4FL
Structure Reinforced concrete
Finish Dark pre-patinated rheinzink expandet mesh(ext.), Plaster,
Wood parquet, Stone(int.)
Design participation Kim Ah-lom, Aileen Forbes-Munnelly, Karen
Abernethy, Michele Alberio, Samuela Pfund
Client Jansen AG
Interior design Lugano TI
Landscape design Lugano TI
Structural engineer Wälli AG ingegnieure
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The project is the landmark HQ of the new ‘Jansen Campus’ and is the result of two

One of Jansen’s main objectives for the project is to make the Campus a creative and
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years of extraordinary collaboration between the architects and the clients.

engaging place for all their employees. The building’s work spaces are open plan, with

The building , a striking new addition to the skyline, is the link between the industrial

each employee have their own custom designed workstation.

area and the old town and takes its triangular forms from the traditional pitched roofs

All spaces look out across the Rheintal and the geometry of the building means that

of Oberriet. The project integrates innovative technologies and includes new details

visitors and employees alike are offered unexpected glimpses sliced out of the

and materials not yet used in architecture- the façade system for example, structural

landscape.

glazing details(by Jansen AG) and internal glazed fireproof doors. The building’s

The landscaped park surrounding the building includes 80 trees, 35 different species

heating, ventilation, lighting and energy consumption meets strict Swiss ‘Minergie’

representative of those of the region. The project also sees the beginning of the Jansen

standards, meaning that it has excellent sustainable credentials- the HV system, for

Art collection, containing works by international contemporary artists.
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Site plan
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example, is ‘TAPS’, activated by the structural shell of the building.

Overall view(night)
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East view
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Jansen Campus
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East elevation
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ExteriorȐ
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Jansen Campus

Exterior detail

Section
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Exterior(night)
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Jansen Campus

Open area

Reception
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Meeting room
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Jansen Campus

Conference room

Office

1. Entrance
2. Reception
3. Lounge
4. Open space office
5. Mission control
6. Rest room
7. Business lunch
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8. Restaurant
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9. Office
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First floor plan
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Third floor plan
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